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Chapter 1: Panda’s Body  

  
It’s so interesting to 

learn about a panda’s 
Body.  Let me tell you 
that pandas weigh 200 
to 300 pounds. Also 
they have sharp teeth. 
They have fur. Their 
fur is black and white. 
Another fact about 
pandas is that they have 
4 legs and 2 eyes and 1 nose called a snout. 
pandas climb trees because they eat bamboo. 
Now you know about pandas Body.  
  

 
 
 



 
Chapter 2 

Panda’s Diet 
What animal eat bamboo? Pandas of 

course!  My  first  fact about pandas is that 
they can eat  bamboo almost  for the  whole 
day. Also Pandas could 
eat stems if they can’t 
find bamboo. My final 
five about pandas is a day 
can eat  about 85 pounds 
every day. Bye panda’s 
fam hope you enjoyed 
learning about a panda’s Beit. 

 

 
 



 
Chapter 3 Panda’s 
Habitat 

Hello,  you will 
learn about a  panda’s 
habitat.One Fact about  a 
pandas is they live in 
China. Another fact is that pandas make their 
home with bamboo. Now you know about a 
panda’s habitat. 
 

Chapter 4 
Panda’s  Life Cycle 

It would be interesting to know about a 
panda life cycle. One fact about a panda's life 
cycle is that baby pandas are called Cups. 
 
 



 
Panda live for 32 
years.Now you 
know about pandas 
life cycle.  
 
 
 
Meet the Author 
 

Hi, do you want to learn more about the 
author of this book which is Darwing Steven 
Calles Del Cid. He was born on September 
11th 2009 in Salvador he is year was only one 
month when he came to the United states. In 
Darwing’s family there's his mom, Dad, 
Brother, Grandma and he likes to play soccer 
with his family. Darwing goes to school at 
Joann Leleck Elementary School.Drawings 
favorite color is blue his favorite food is 
 
 



 
Mcdonalds his favorite teacher is Ms. 
Smoot.Darwing accomplished to cook by 
himself! Darwing Highlight is playing soccer. 
Now you now about Darwing hope you liked 
his chapter 
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